INSPECTIONS REQUIRED FOR NEW BUILDING (RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL
TOWN OF WEST WARWICK

The following inspections are required:

BUILDING DEPT: 822-9222
Forms/footings: ______________________
Backfill: ____________________________
Framing: ____________________________
Insulation: __________________________
Final: ______________________________

ELECTRIC: 822-9222
Rough/final Electric: __________________
Rough/final Fire Alarm: _______________
Rough/final Low Voltage: _____________
Electric for sign: _____________________

PLUMBING: 822-9222
Rough/final plumbing: _________________
Water service: ________________________
Water meter: __________________________

MECHANICAL: 822-9222
Rough/final mechanical: _______________
Rough/final fire suppression: ___________
Gas piping: ___________________________
Pressure test: _________________________

KENT COUNTY WATER: 821-9300
Water samples and plumbing inspector must inspect samples being taken

WEST WARWICK WASTE WATER: 822-9228
Sewer: ______________________________

WEST WARWICK FIRE DEPT: 827-9084
Rough/final smoke/co detectors: __________
Rough/final fire alarm: ____________________
Rough/final fire suppression: ______________